REQUIREMENTS FOR
REGISTRATION

RAMGARHIA SABHA
53/57 OSWALD ROAD, SOUTHALL UB1 1HN

1.

Tel: 020 8574 5635, 8843 1167 (evenings)

2.
3.

Charity No.279824

CANDIDATE

4.
5.
6.

REGISTRATION AND
CONSULTATION
7.

ADD CANDIDATE

REVIEWED

Application Form checked for
completeness
Photo attached to Form
Background information obtained, to
ensure there are no omissions and to
clarify any issues / requirements for
prospective partners
Fees received
Candidate given an ID Number to
quote on any Ramgarhia Sabha
Matrimonial (RSM) correspondence.
Candidate is explained procedure.
Note: Application(s) can be
withdrawn at any time, for
numerous reasons, such as:Candidate is matched; Candidate
decides they are not ready for
marriage etc.
Candidate records are kept on file
until they are ‘matched’.

LIST UPDATES AND
PROSPECTIVE PARTNER
SELECTION
1.

LIST
(400 Candidates)

2.
3.
4.

REVIEWED

PROSPECTIVE
PARTNER SELECTION

5.

6.

7.

MEETING(S)

MEETING ARRANGEMENTS

2 WEEKS

RSM

1.

MATCHED

2.
3.
4.

WEDDING

Author: RSM Team
Process Finalised by RSM Team and Chair Surinder S Sahans

Weekly list of members updated and
placed on Gurdwara’s notice board
and RSM website.
List contains minimal information,:i.e. Age, Height and Occupation.
Candidate can take note of
prospective partner ID Number and
present it to the RSM Team.
RSM Team will review ID Number
and provide Candidate with
additional information i.e. name
(nanke/goth), hobbies/interests, a
photograph etc.
Note: This information, is
exclusive to members only.
Candidate can select only 3
prospective at any one time.
Once Candidate selects prospective,
RSM Team will contact that person
on behalf of the Candidate, to inform
prospective that there as been an
interest in their application.
Prospective are invited to view
Candidate details (i.e. photograph
etc), if they are happy with the
details, RSM Team arrange a
meeting.

5.

Meetings are arranged at RSM
Premises.
RSM Team Member is present at the
start of the meeting.
Candidate and Prospective Partner
are left to talk to each other.
Candidate must let RSM Team know
whether or not they are satisfied with
the first meeting.
Candidate must continue to inform
RSM Team of their situation after
first meeting, for RSM to update
records.

